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TITLE  Unseen Journey [English version] 

ACCESSION NUMBER FC00043_1 

COLLECTION NAME MORLEY_J001 

DEPOSITOR ATSIC Library 

PRODUCTION YEAR 1974 

CREDITS (if applicable) Director, John Morley; music, Rob Randall 

PERFORMERS/SPEAKERS Rex Angie; Aunty Fi; Norm; Glem; Chris; Alma; Dolly; 
Fred; Alice; Ernest; Adrian; Jeffrey; Billy; Christine; Rob 
Randall; Wayne; Billy 

PLACE Adelaide (SE SA SI54-09) 
Papunya (South Central NT SF52-16) 

LANGUAGE/GROUP Pitjantjatjara people (C6) (NT SG52-11) 

SERIES (if applicable)  

TECHNICAL NOTES 1 video file (Windows Media File) (13 min.) : sound, colour 

REPRODUCTION NOTES 1 videocassette (Digital Betacam); PM07816_1 

ORIGINAL VERSION 1 film reel (16 mm.); sound, colour 

TOTAL DURATION 13 min. 

GRANT NUMBER (if applicable)  

NOTES This item contains material that may be sensitive to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 

 

Brief abstract:  The film traces the progress and development of Rex Angie, a student at the 
College of Aboriginal Education, Adelaide, S.A., during an academic year. He travels to Central 
Australia with a group of Aboriginal students from the College. After arriving at Papunya, N.T., 
the students are tired and homesick for their life in the city. It examines his adjustment to life in 
tertiary institution, but more importantly his journey into an awareness of his Aboriginal culture. 
 
 
Important timing points: 

00:00 AIATSIS slate information 

00:16 Film leader. 

00:30 Film titles commence. Theme song "My Brown Skin Baby" by Rob Randall plays. 

00:55 Illustrations by College students, with captions. Some contain sensitive content, 
including an illustration of an unidentified Aboriginal man and woman with nooses 
around their necks. Narrator explains this film is about people journeying to an 
unseen future from an unseen past, as Aboriginal students at the Torrens College of 
Advanced Education in Adelaide, S.A. 

01:08 Diary entry for ‘Tony’ and illustrated portrait. 

01:13 Close up of written piece captioned ‘Urban Aboriginal’: ‘I see myself as an 

WARNING: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are warned 
that this material may contain images and voices of deceased persons. 
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Aboriginal just as good as any other person in this country.’ 

01:24 Close up of written piece. 

01:30 Unidentified Aboriginal man speaks of wanting to help his people and not wanting 
to lose his way of life. Accompanied by illustrations by College students.  

02:00 Shot of a suburban street with cars going past. Theme song plays.  

02:07 Two unidentified Aboriginal men walking down a street towards the camera, open 
the College door and enter. Narrator explains that some students are not from the 
city.  

02:22 Close-up of Rex with pensive expression. 

02:28 Footage from the dashboard of a car, driving along a dirt road on a sunny day. 
Close-up of sign marking roads to Point Pearce and Port Victoria, followed by more 
driving footage passing-by trees and houses. Narrator explains that Rex’s journey 
started several months ago.  

02:42 Rex and unidentified Aboriginal man sitting on the kerb of a road, playing with 
sticks. 

02:46 Footage of Rex’s ‘fabricated reserve’: mudbrick house, fenced border with barbed 
wire, distinctive red lorry with dog riding on rear tray.,  

03:08 Footage of auto workshop and unidentified workers. 

03:16 Exterior shot of Rex’s home. Interior shot of Rex lying in bed, family gathered 
together. 

03:28 Rex embracing Aunty Fi, showing his many sports trophies and photographs of his 
college friends.  

03:38 Close-ups of photographs with captions: Norm, Glem, Chris, Alma, Dolly, Fred, 
Alice. 

03:49 Close-ups of Ernest from Ernabella, Adrian from the north, Jeffrey ‘fully with his 
people and living his way to full Eldership’. 

04:09 Rex on his bed looking at his photo album. 

04:14 Shot of Rex’s mother inspecting the sideboard he made for her. Footage of Rex and 
family. 

04:22 Unidentified old Aboriginal man holding a baby, narrator advises he is possibly over 
100 years old.  

04:30 Various exterior shots of College.  

04:42 Unidentified Aboriginal man working with clay; completed pottery pieces laid out on 
table. 

04:51 Close-up of Rex with pensive expression.  

04:54 Aboriginal students at the College sitting on the grass, and attending painting classes. 
Narrator explains that Rex is seeking to break through the barriers of 
unemployment; is not familiar with an educational institute that asks him to express 
himself as a person, and does not just tell him what to do and what to learn. 

05:48 Camera pans over of park in Adelaide with buildings behind. 

05:53 Footage of students visiting police headquarters; training horses; factory exterior; 
cars passing by Holden factory; narrator explains that this is a potentially traumatic 
experience. 

06:12 Shot of students together in group doing woodwork; narrator observes that Rex’s 
experience is shared with the other 49 students but unique. 

06:44 Shot of students visiting zoo. 

06:48 Unidentified Aboriginal woman practicing typing.  

06:58 Unidentified student completing a multiple choice exam. Narrator advises that a trip 
was made ‘up North’. 

07:07 Stills of unidentified students sitting on rock formation, pointing to rock art.  
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07:12 Unidentified Aboriginal man and teacher; students painting landscape together. 

07:20 Footage from dashboard of a car driving along a busy industrial road; narrator 
explains they are going to Papunya. 

07:29 Camera zooms in on Port Augusta Aboriginal Social Club sign.  

07:33 Footage of unidentified Aboriginal school children walking around Port Augusta. 
Narrator explains this is the first town the students visit where Aboriginal people are 
in greater numbers. 

07:43 Shot of van leaving town. Narrator advises the next destination, Kingoonya. Shot of 
highway sign, shot of Kingoonya Post Office. 

07:49 Three unidentified students playing with dog at petrol station; Rex and friends 
kicking around a football. Narrator advises that some students already want to return 
to the city. 

08:13 Christine walks away from football game and joins the preparations for camp. Shots 
of students preparing campsite by night; sunrise over the horizon. 

08:26 Early morning shots of Coober Pedy, unidentified Aboriginal people walking 
around, some carrying swags. Narrator explains that Rex has noticed that Aboriginal 
people experience a fringe existence here. 

08:35 Camera pans over tailings from a mine. 

08:38 Still featuring students standing around a black car in the desert. Narrator explains 
that business appears to be booming, but not for all. 

08:44 Shot of exterior of hotel. 

08:48 College van driving on dirt road towards the camera. Narrator explains that students 
are going to visit Aboriginal people living on Country. 

08:54 Close-up of hand-painted sign warning the people from Adelaide to keep out of 
Iwantja / Indulkana / Granite downs and go to Mparntwe / Alice Springs instead. 
Narrator explains that the students are shocked and deeply distressed.  

09:07 Still of students sitting by the side of the road, dejected.  

09:12 Ute driving on dirt road driving towards camera. Zoom into twin windmills in arid 
landscape.  

09:23 Students rest at a station; slow zoom out.  

09:27 Footage of rocky range landscape shot from moving vehicle (MacDonnell ranges?). 

09:30 Zoom in on unidentified Aboriginal people sitting around a tree in a park in Alice 
Springs. 

09:35 Unidentified Aboriginal people walking alongside a horse and carriage advertising 
swimming pools; shot of the back of a commercial building; people sitting under a 
tree. Narrator explains that this city brings back memories of the students being 
taken from their family.   

9:51 Stills of Mparntwe / Alice Springs cradled in front of Ntaripe / Heavitree Gap; 
shots of the Todd river; people running through water; distinctive red lorry. Theme 
song plays. 

10:14 Shots of students disembarking from van. 

10:22 Footage of rocky range landscape shot from moving vehicle (MacDonnell ranges?). 

10:23 Students and unidentified Aboriginal people standing and sitting around a tree at 
Papunya, dwellings and children swimming in waterhole in background. Narrator 
explains that the students find themselves welcomed there.  

10:32 Aerial shot of Papunya. Narrator explains that Rob Randall’s people have prepared 
for the students’ visit. Stills of the community, including buildings and people.  

10:46 Still of Billy followed by shots of his artwork.  

10:57 Photograph of Wayne and unidentified Papunya resident.   

11:02 Shot of unidentified male Elder speaking to group. Narrator explains that people in 
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Papunya are concerned about education and have constructed a library. Footage of 
unidentified Aboriginal children seated on ground.  

11:08 Stills of unidentified Aboriginal men seated on ground; unidentified Aboriginal 
women standing by green storage structure; unidentified younger Aboriginal men 
playing in a rock band. Narrator explains that the old men play a very important part 
in the governing of the group.  

11:25 Footage from the dashboard of a car driving along a dirt road. Narrator explains that 
students are visiting the Pitjupi (Pintupi?) people.  

11:32 Camera pans down from windmill; footage of students swimming in water tank. 
Narrator explains that those from the city realise how important water is to people 
living in remote communities.  

11:52 Still shot of rock formation. 

11:57 Students and unidentified Aboriginal people gathered seated and standing in group, 
with dogs and dwellings in background; stills of dwellings. Narrator explains that 
they have just arrived at a new settlement, and that the people there are just as 
concerned with learning skills as the students.  

12:23 Close up of Rex using a planer to shape wood; footage of Rex and his friends 
learning woodwork. 

12:59 Footage of scrub in Papunya; unidentified Aboriginal women gathered around the 
base of a bush digging for tucker, students look on. Tapping roots with sticks; 
digging at the dirt with hands and sticks.  

13:35 Witchetty grubs laid out on red dirt.  

13:38 Still of unidentified Aboriginal children posing for camera; children playing with 
each other; children swimming beneath a tree growing from a waterhole.  

13:56 Shot of three unidentified Aboriginal boys eating fruit.  

13:59 Stills of Aboriginal children.  

14:11 Camera pans across landscape with tents and students relaxing and bathing at the 
Finke River.  

14:25 Shot of Uluru with top enveloped by cloud; van parked by the side with students 
sitting inside.   

14:34 Uluru at sunset, silhouetted.  

14:38 Shots of student with Billy, an Elder from Pukatja / Ernabella, in front of Uluru 
rock face and waterhole. Narrator explains that Billy wishes to convey something of 
the meaning of Uluru. 

15:00 Wide shot of Uluru, with cars passing by on road nearby. Narrator explains that 
many students are keen to get back to the city.  

15:04 Unidentified students busy in science workshop.  

15:27 Series of paintings by students, reflecting the landscape they have seen; shots of 
students painting. Narrator advises that students are discovering that painting can 
convey the journey they are making and the influences of the past.  

16:29 Teacher standing in front of class with bark painting; close-up of bark painting.  

16:41 Shot of Billy the Elder from Pukatja / Ernabella at Uluru; shots of Uluru rock face. 

16:50 Billy climbing rocks near Uluru and entering a cave. 

16:54 Rock art inside a cave near Uluru. 

17:05 Two unidentified Aboriginal men drawing concentric circles in the red dirt, making 
sand paintings.  

17:14 Shots of students painting, and their artworks. 

17:31 Close-up of Rex using a planer to shape wood.  

17:40 Students and Rex conversing in workshop. 

17:43  Close-up of Rex with pensive expression; the words ‘THE START’ fade onto the 
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screen. 

17:56 Credits commence. Theme song plays.  

18:01 End. 

 

 


